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of special features but of some which are co:nmon to 
submarines and other constructions. For example, the 
great advances being made in gas and oil engines in 
connection with automobiles have a direct bearing on 
the surface propulsion of submarines, and progress in 
certain branches of electricity must influence their 
under·water propulsion. 

The alternation between large and small tonnages in 
French submarines, to which M. Bos refers in his reo 
port, is very notable. The "Gymnote," of 1886, was 
about 56 feet long and of 30 tons displacement. The 
"Gustave Zede," next in order, was 159 feet long and 
of 266 tons. Then came the "Morse," 118 feet long, 
and of 144 tons, followed by the "Sirene," about 112 
feet in length, and of 200 tons. In 1901 no less 
than twenty submarines of the "Nalade" type were 
ordered, 77 feet long and of less than 70 tons; and 
subsequently vessels of from 170 to 300 tons have 
been laid down, while the latest types (according to 
the official budget statement) are to be about 146 
feet long and of 420 tons. It is reported that these 
are to be associated with submarines of 44 tons, 
smaller than any bailt since the "Gymnote." Speed, 
radius of action, and cost are varied, of course, with 
variations in size. No doubt one explanation of these 
alternations in French practice is to be found in the 
intention to employ the smallest types in harbor and 
coast defense, and to use the larger vessels on more 
distant service. But whatever the reasons may be for 
such widely-differing contemporaneous designs, the 
speed of construction undoubtedly is reduced. The 
estimated cost of the largest French submarines is 
about £ 70,000, the engines are to develop 600 horse
power, and the maximum speed (on the surface) is 
12 knots. In eighteen years the length has been nearly 
trebled, the displacement increased fourteen fold, and 
the surface speed raised 50 per cent, with a correspond
ingly increased cost. The "Morse" cost about £ 26,000, 
and the "Fran!;ais" (1901) cost about £33,000, while 
the "Nalade" class cost about £ 15,000 each. 

It is a singular fact that while the progress of French 
submarines is recorded in publications officially au
thorized, and while full details of dimelIlsions, displace
men t, speed, armamen t, etc., for vessels of the types 
building or projected are given in reports on French 
navy estimates, no similar information can be found 
in our own navy estimates. The contrast is all the 
greater because corresponding information is given for 
other classes of his Majesty's ships building or project
ed. While it is recognized that there are good reasons 
for secrecy in regard to many features of the design of 
our submarines-and especially in regard to details of 
mechanism or apparatus which have been improved or 
invented as the result of British skill and experiment
no adequate reason can be found, in my judgment, for 
non·publication of information similar to that published 
in France. Indeed, the fapt that. our established policy 
wisely keeps the construction of submarines in the 
hands of one firm makes it the more desirable that the 
public should be informed as to dimensions, particu, 
lars, and costs of the vessels ordered annually. Pub
licity of the character prRctised by the French involves 
no surrender of that secrecy in regard to important 
features in design which is undoubtedly necessary. 
Eighteen years' experience in France has proved this 
to be true. In the United States, where publicity is 
carried further than in France, the really essential fea
tures of designs are not disclosed. Subject to this con
dition it may be again asked: What reason can be as
signed for the meager information afforded in our navy 
estimates? Take, for instance, those for 1904·5. It is 
stated that nineteen submarine boats are built and build
ing; no dimensions or particulars are given; as to "esti
mated cost" the only remark is "details not complete"; 
actual expenditure to March 31, 1903, is given as 
£41,6 85-a sum which requires explanation in view of 
the number of vessels then practically complete. In 
1903·4 the probable expenditure is given as nearly 
£ 270,000, and the proposed expenditure in 1904·5 is put 
at £ 290,000, while the remaining liability to finish 
these vessels is not given, the phrase "details not com
plete" again appearing. It cannot be supposed, how
ever, that there are not contracts for these vessels in 
which the cost per vessel is agreed, or that no estimate 
has been made of the total liability incurred by their 
construction. These figures ought to appear in the 
,estimates for the information of Parliament and the 
public, and such a course involves no possible dis
closure of facts that would impair secrecy as to details 
that ought to be treated confidentially. Similarly, for 
the ten submarines to be begun in 1904·5, the only in
formation furnished is that £ 20,000 will be spent on 
them up to March 31 next, and there is no indication 
of the total liability incurred, which is probably more 
than thirty times as great as this year's expenditure 
upon the vessels. The First Lord's statement gives a 
few details as to progress, saying that in 1903·4 three 
submarines were completed, and that in 1904·5 ten 
more will probably be made ready for service. Six 
vessels ordered previously to 1903·4 are said to have 
bECen delivered. For the reasons above stated it is most 
desirable that it shall not remain true that the British 
public are refused information which is freely given in 
France and the United States in regard to submarines. 

As the five vessels first ordered were intended to be 
reproductions of the American Holland boats, particu
lars for them are available. The length is about 63 
feet; displacement, 120 tons; surface motor, 160 horse· 
power (gasoline engine); speed, 8 to 9 knots; mo
tor when submerged (electric). speed about seven 
knots; fitted with one torpedo tube at the bow. The 
contract price for each vessel in the United States was 
about £ 34,000. For later British vessels authorized 

[>articulars are lacking, but descriptions have·been pub
lished from time to time from which it is apparent that 
considerable advances have been made in size and 
speed of successive types. That of which the unfor
tunate "AI" was the model are said to be 100 feet long, 
180 to 200 tons displacement, with a surface speed of 
15 knots, and a possible speed submerged of 10 knots, 
carrying two torpedo tubes. Later types are reported 
to be 150 feet long, with surface motor of 600 horse
power, and a radius of action of 500 miles instead of 
300 miles in the earlier vessels. It seems, therefore, 
that these vessels compare closely with the largest 
French submarines above described; and, if so, the 
length has been increased about two and a half times, 
the displacement and power nearly four times, the sur
face speed has been nearly doubled, and the cost prob
ably increased in as great a proportion. No official in· 
formation has been given respecting the ten vessels just 
ordered. 

Russia is reported to have added a considerable num· 
ber of submarines to her navy during the present war, 
and to possess 14 built and building; Japan is. credited 
with similar action; Germany, after long delay in the 
commencement of submarines, is said to have six or 
eight built and building; Italy, which built and tried 
the "Delfino" many years ago and then paused in sub
marine construction, is again moving and is said to 
possess five vessels. The United States navy has eight 
complete. These figures show that France heads the 
list cons�derably; that Great Britain is far ahead of all 
other powers except France, and undoubtedly possesses 
the most powerflll flotilla in proportion to numbers, all 
the units being of considerable size and of modern 
types. 

Hitherto the offensive power of modern submarines 
has been limited to locomotive torpedoes. In the smaN
est types the torpedoes are carried outside the vessels 
by special apparatus, with arrangements for releasing 
them when desired; but in most cases torpedo tubes 
have been provided for their ejection. The addition 
of gun armaments is now contemplated. Capt. Bacon, 
R.N., who has unrivaled knowledge of submarines, 
said in a public discussion last June: "That a sub
marine will carry guns is as sure as there is a sky 
above us; the only question is how she will carry 
them." No doubt the gallant officer had practicable 
schemes in his mind when he made this statement, and 
the problem is not one of great difficulty from the de
signer's point of view, if the necessity for guns is dem
onstrated. But obviously such a change must involve 
increase in size and cost if a suitable platform for guns 
and their crews is to be provided at a sufficient height 
above water to secure efficiency in a moderate sea. 
Probably the suggestion arose from experience gained 
in maneuvers wherein submarines had been attacked 
by destroyers. If report speaks truth, the submarines, 
with their slow speed and absence of gun·armaments, 
were virtually helpless under many circumstances 
when "awash"; and even when submepged the "peri
scopes" indicated their locality and caused danger of 
destruction. Whether this be the fact or not, it is cer
tain that to introduce an efficient gun·armament while 
maintaining or increasing speed, radius of action, and 
the power of rapid submergence must involve sensible 
increase in size and cost. Before steps in that direc
tion are taken the problem will be thoroughly investi
gated, no doubt. Such investigation alone can show 
whether "the game is worth the candle." Not a few 
authorities are disposed to think that, taking all con
siderations into account, Ule risks incurred by swift 
surface vessels may be less than those taken by sub
marines. 

(To be continued.) 

ANTI-FOULING COMPOSITIONS. 
ONE of the missions of an anti·fouling composition, 

or ship·bottom paint, is to develop after application a 
poisonous action sufficient to prevent the adhering of 
all living organisms, such as barnacles and othflr sub
marine growths. Various experiments have been made. 
in this direction, as, for example, the mixing of arsenic 
with the ordinary oil·varnishes. This may be effectual 
to a certain extent; but the operation of gr1<Hding an 
arsenical color with varnish is injurious to the health 
of the workmen, and it is also probable that such var
nish, after becoming perfectly dry, will no longer have 
the effect of destroying the organic growths. Paints 
have also been manufactured which retain a certain 
amount of moisture, and are thus more easily absorbed 
by the animal organisms. These are usually applied 
hot, and are preferable to the colors which become 
hard. 

Besides being poisonous in its effect, a ship·bottom 
paint should be very durable, since the process of paint
ing those parts of a ship which are under water is 
troublesome and expensive. Metallic oleates and se· 
bates are the chief constituents of such paints. Some 
methods of preparing them are given below. Two 
metallic oleates, copper lin oleate and copper stearate, 
are first prepared. The latter is mixed with the paint, 
which must be applied hot, and ought to remain quite 
soft even when dry. Another copper compound is then 
made from cOPrJer sulphwte and lead acetate or verdi
gris, which serves as the poisonous element of the mix
ture. 

Copper Linoleate.-Eighteen kilogrammes of hydrat
ed potash or soda are dissolved in a cast· iron kettle, 
the solution is adjusted at 15 deg. by dilution with 
water, then heated to 70 deg. C., and 90 kilogrammes 
of linseed oil are added slowly, with stirring. The 
whole is then again thinned with 50 liters of water, 
and boiled until the soap nms clear. A solution of 55 
kilogrammes of copper sulphate in 500 liters of water 
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is prepared in a suitable vessel, and the linseed oil 
soap is added with stirring. The mixture is allowed 
to settle, the supernatant water drawn off, and thu 
precipitate of copper lin oleate well washed, filtered, 
and drained. The resulting thick green paste is PNt 
back into the cast·iron kettle, and heated for two or 
three hours at a temperature of 100 deg. C., to expel 
the water, then packed in wooden casks. The amount 
of the yield from the given quantity of materials i� 
ahout 95 kilogrammes. 

Copper Stearate.-Seventy·five kilogrammes of stear· 
in are melted in a copper kettle, and a solution made 
of 13 kilogrammes of sodium or potassium hydroxide 
(18 deg. B.). The latter is allowed to run slowly, with 
vigorous stirring, into the melted stearin, and the stir· 
ring is kept up till the soap is quite clear. F'ifty·seven 
kilogrammes of copper sulphate are dissolved in anoth
er vessel, and the stearate is precipitated on the addi
tion of the stearin soap. It is best inspissated by put
ting it gradually in a kettle and evaporating the water. 
Like the copper linoleate, it is kept in wooden casks. 

Verdigris.-Sixty kilogrammes of crystalline sugar 
of lead are dissolved in a copper kettle, poured into 
shallow copper pans, and well stirred together with 
40 kilogrammes of finely pulverized blue vitriol. A 
very tenacious mass is formed, and allowed to cool, 
after becoming even in consistency. It is removed 
from the pan with copper spatulas, spread upon boards 
to dry, and ground in a closed vertical mill. In grind
ing verdigris, which is well known to be extremely 
poisonous, the workmen should be well protected by 
respirators. 

A paint suitable for ship bottoms is made by mixing 
the above-named metallic compounds with lithopone or 
zinc white and heavy spar in different proportions, and 
grinding the mixture with a good oil varnish. If it is 
desired that the paint should be hard when dry, some 
saline solution is added. 

Hard Ship-bottom Paint.-(1) 30 kilogrammes of 
copper linoleate, 25 kilogrammes of lithopone, 10 kilo
grammes of hlilavy spar, 30 kilogrammes of oil varnish. 
(2) 30 kilogrammes of copper linoleate, ]" ldlogrammes 
of zinc white, 10 kilogrammes of lithopone, 30 kilo
grammes of varnish, 5 kilogrammes of a resin solu
tion. (3) 25 kilogrammes of copper linoleate, 25 kilo
grammes of verdigris, 10 kilogrammes of white lead, 10 
kilogrammes of heavy spar, 30 kilogrammes of varnish. 
( 4) 25 kilogrammes of copper linoleate, 25 Idlogrammes 
of verdigris, 30 kilogrammes of varnish. 3 kilogrammes 
of a saline solution. 

For a Soft Pain t.- (1) 25 kilogrammes of copper 
linoleate, 15 kilogrammes of copper stearate, 15 kilo
grammes of lithopone, 20 kilogrammes of varnish. (2) 
30 kilogrammes of copper linoleatfl, 10 kilogrammes of 
copper stearate, 10 kilogrammes of lithopone, 5 kilo
grammes of verdigris, 15 kilogrammes of varnish. (3) 
15 kilogrammes of copper linoleate, 15 ldlogrammes of 
verdigris, 5 kilogrammes of copper stearate, 5 kilo
grammes of lithopone, 12 ldlogrammes of varnish. 

A harder or softer paint can be made by altering 
the proportions, and it can be made more or less poi
sonous by using a greater or less quantity of verdigris. 
It may be remarked that the mixtures given above 
have been tried with good results. Most essential are 
the metallic oleates. The same results would doubtless 
be obtained by following these directions on a larger 
scale.-Farben Zeitung. 

MAT VARNISHES. 

THE fact that dead or dull varnishes are coming 
more and more into use cannot have escaped the ob· 
server of the varnish inclustry. But their manufacture, 
equally with that of the other varieties, is also becom
ing more difficult, on account of the enormously high 
price of the crude materials. Beeswax, which has been, 
to a certain extent, indispensable to the process, is con
stantly rising in price. The varnish manufacturers 
find themselves forced to seek a substitutfl. The results 
of such experiments have not come very much into 
public notice, and an account of my own attempts in 
that direction may not be uninteresting. 

I obtained a fine white mat or dull varnish by the 
following method: One hundred parts of wood
oil were heated to 180 deg. C.; there were the� added 
4 parts of manganese resinate, the mixture was boiled 
one hour and left standing several days. A siccative 
was prepared from 100 parts of resin, 9 parts of lime, 
10 parts of thick linseed oil, 20 parts of lead linoleate, 
150 parts of oil of turpentine. Seventy-five parts of the 
prepared wood-oil and 25 parts of the siccati ve are 
thoroughly mixed. This varnish becomes perfectly 
nry in twelve hours, and is a very fine white. 

The prepared wood-oil applied alone gives a hard 
and a very beautiful white coating, but the dull sur· 
face has the appearance of marble. With the sicca
tive, we obtain a surface exactly resembling that of 
an eggshell, and very much liked. The greatest care 
is necessary in the preparation of th') wood-oil, since 
the quality of the product is extremely variable. It is 
always best to experiment with small quantities first. 

A good black dull or lusterless varnish: 2 parts of 
Syrian asphalt, 20 parts of oil of copal, 20 parts of 
thick varnish oil, and 40 of oil of turpentine. When 
the asphalt is thoroughly melted, the copal oil is add
ed, and the mixture is boiled until the water in the 
oil is evaporated. It is then allowed to cool, and the 
varnish oil and turpentine oil, well stirred together 
are added. This varnish dries slowly, but if 5 parts 
of fine lampblack are added, it dries with amazing rap
idity, in from four to six hours, and is a deep. dull 
black. 

Inexpensive dull black varnish: 2 parts of dark resin, 
1 part of lime, 6 parts of thick varnish oil, 20 parts of 
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Thuringian a�]lhalt, 20 vart:; of'turpentiuG oil, and 20 
parts of bem-:ol. The resin is hardened by the usual 
methods, the varnish oil and the asphalt added, and 
the whole heated to 260 deg. C. It is. then cooled, and 
thinned first with the turpentine oil, and then with the 
benzol. The liquids must be added very slowly, in a 
small stream, with vigorous stirring. The more pains' 
taking this process, the finer the grain of the varnish. 

uncertainty has engroised the attention of engineers 
to such an extent that the history of the measurement 
of geodetic bases during the last century might almost 
be summed up in that of the precautions taken to as· 
sure a perfect determination of the temperature of the 
rules. 

A rapid enumeration of the instruments employed for 
a century past in the measurement of bases will show 

FIG. I.-THE BRUNNER AND THE BROCR' BIMETALLIC RULES. 

Brown spirit varnish (dull): 20 parts of soft Manila 
copal (spirit soluble) dissolved in 35 parts of alcohol; 
and 20 parts of mineral shellac (acaroid gum) dis· 
solved in the same quantity of alcohol. After each 
solution has settled, the two are mixed. 

White mat spirit varnish: 20 parts of the best qual· 
ity of light �anila.. copal, dissoived in 35 parts of alco· 
hoI, the solution allowed to settle, and well mixed, 
cold, with 20 parts of collodion. 

Black mat spirit varnish: 19 parts of the above· 
described brown spirit varnish mixed with one·quarter 
as much aniline black, and 1 part of the finest lamp· 
black ground in 2 parts of alcohol.-Farben Zeitung. 

MODERN GEODETIC RULES. 
THERE is no measurement of precision that is not 

rendered more difficult and uncertain by the expansion 
of the rules and other apparatus used in the operation. 
In no domain are the disadvantages of expansion so 
apparent as in geodesy, and that for reasons that will 
become evident after we shall have pointed out the prac· 
tical problems with which this science has to deal. 

The starting point of every geodetic triangulation 
consists of a base a few miles in length, I imited by two 
monuments and forming the first side of the entire 
chain of triangles with which the territory of the 
country will be subsequently covered. Upon the ac· 
curacy with which this base is measured depends that 
of the entire future work, namely, the numerical values 
of the distances and surface areas in the entire coun· 
try, and the figures of the curvature of the earth in 
the vicinity deduced therefrom by means of astronom· 
ical observations, and, in short, all the topographical 
or geodetic data that triangulation is called upon to 
furnish. 

well to what an extent this question of temperature 
has occupied the attention of geodeticians. At the 
epoch at which was projected the great work that was 
to give the world its universal system of measurements, 
Borda and Lavoisier devised the bimetallic rule con· 
sisting of two bars, one of brass, and the other of platl· 
num, superposed and carried by a wooden beam sur· 
mounted by a protective covering. The difference in 

freely, and which could not fail to vitiate the measure
ments somewhat. It mllst not be forgotten, however, 
that the illustrious geodeticians of the epoch of the 
Revolution did not try to obtain the accuracy that is 
reached at present. They pronounced themselves as 
perfectly satisfied when a measurement of length had 
been made with an accuracy of a hundredth of a line, 
that is to say, about two one-hundredths of a millime· 
tel'; and it really seems that their rules, manipulated 
with that extreme skill that they introduced into their 
operations, admirably seconded by a consummate good 
sense, must have given them, on an average, a precision 
at least of this order. Some verifications made subse
quently by MM. Benoit and Guillaume at the Interna
tional Bureau of Weights and Measures have shown 
that, in effect, the meter was deduced from one of the 
rules of Borda with surprising accuracy. 

Nevertheless, the increasing exigencies of geodesy led 
to the improvement of the Borda and Lavoisier rules, 
with a retention of the principle of their construc
tion, and the result was the production of the four 
celebrated instruments of the brothers Brunner, that 
were acquired by France, Germany, Spain, and Egypt. 
Fig, 1, No. 1, represents one of these. A strong iron 
girder supports, through the intermedium of a series 
of rollers, two rules, respectively of brass and plati
num, superposed at a slight distance from each other, 
and se> arranged as to make it possible to measure at 
every instant the difference in their lengths, reckoned 
upon small scales in juxtaposition in a window formed 
in the platinum rule. The Borda rules had a length 
of 2 toises (12.789 feet), while those of Brunner were 
4 meters (13.12 feet). They are heavy and delicate 
instruments, which are difficult to handle, but which, 
thanks to the skill and devotion of those who have 
had to make use of them, have given very satisfactory 
results in the four countries that possess them. 

The rule represented in the figure was used for meas
uring the three principal F'rench bases, and has just 
been brought back from Ecuador, where it permitted 
of measuring a base upon which was begun the trian-

The process of measuring bases has varied greatly 
in the course of time, but the modifications introduced 
into the operation by geodeticians relate only to de· 
tails of execution, the principle always remaining the 
same. A standard rule is laid down, end to end, for a 
certain number of times from one end of the base to the 
other and thus it fixes the position of a series of marks, 
and the sum of the distance of these movable 
marks, determined by means of the rule, gives the 
length of the base. If the rule were invariable, the 
entire difficulty of the measurement would consist in 
obtaining the sum of the distances of the marks. But 
experience has shown that while this measurement is 

FIG, 3.--THE RULE UNDER THE MICROSCOPE. 

length of the two rules was taken at every instant as 
an index of their temperature supposed the same, and 
such temperature being thus supposed known, the 
l ength of the platinum rule was deduced therefrom. 

Therefore, at an epoch at which the method of work
ing platinum was scarcely known, and at which its ag
glomeration into a compact mass was an extremely diffi
cult operation, it necessitated considerable complica
tion to make use of the relatively slight expansion 

• that this metal undergoes, and the construction of the 
fundamental instrument for the measurement of bases 

FIG.2.-THE INVAR RULE AND ITS BOX, AND A PART OF THE RULE WITH 
A THERMOMETER. 

most easy and certain, the variations of the rule caused 
by the incessant changes of temperature constitute the 
greatest obstacle to the accurate measurement of bases. 
In fact, whatever be the precautions taken for deter
mining the temperature of the rule, under variable at
mospheric conditions, there remains some little un
certainty, which reacts upon the results; and such 

was sensibly complicated in the hope of slightly in
creasing the accuracy of the accessory determination 
designed to make known the temperature of the rule. 

The direct superposition of the bands of platinum and 
brass in the Borda and Lavoisier rules presented some 
drawbacks, the most sensible of which consisted in 
frictions, which prevented the rules from expanding 
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gulation of the arc of meridian formerly measured by 
Bouguer and La Condamine and which is being meas
ured at present by officers of the geographical service 
with all the requirements of modern geodesy, while 
daily surmounting the greatest difficulties imaginable. 

In addition to bimetallic rules, those of a single 
metal, accompanied with thermometers, have remained 
in use and still constitute the majority of the present 
geodetic standards. Gen. Ibanez was the first to 
return to these by having the Brunner brothers con
struct an iron rule quite similar to the support of the 
preceding bimetallic one. 

Later on, Dr. Broch had the iron rule shown in Fig. 
1, No.2, constructed. This, as may be seen, is provided 
with large rollers, designed to give it free play upon 
its support, and three thermometers for measuring its 
temperature. Three of these rules have been construct
ed, one for Sweden, one for Norway, and one for the 
observatory of Montevideo. The one shown was used 
in the great Sue do-Russian expedition to Spitzbergen, 
and upon its return to the International Bureau found 
a place alongside of the Ecuador rule. In this manner, 
it was possible to compare these two rules immediately 
after the fundamental (lperations in which they had 
been employed, so as to assure a perfect unity in these 
two measurements combined, designed to make better 
known the form and dimensions of the globe. It may 
be a":ded that the bimetallic rule of Egypt was included 
in the same comparisons, so that, besides the extreme 
latitudes, the mean ones also have participated in the 
same revision. 

In the United States, engineers have proceeded with 
that energy which characterizes all American enter
prises. They have not been content to measure the 
temperature of the rules, but have desired to obtain a 
fixed temperature, and, in operations upon land, the 
rule is buried in broken ice. Such a solution of the 
question is doubtless excellent, but the complication of 
the work is extreme. 

These examples show how greatly the material for 
the measurement of bases would be simplified if the 
rule were constructed of a metal that did not expand 
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